Physical Education

Computing
Our Computing unit is called, “I am a
historian”. We will be creating, storing,
retrieving and organising digital content.
We will explain what it is to be safe and
unsafe in a digital world.

We will focus on developing our movement
by playing team games with the PE coaches
on Fridays. We will also be working with our
dance teacher to devise contemporary
dances.

We will write a historical script and create a
video using iPads, a green screen and the
app, ‘DoInk’. We will also create an e-book
creating images, text, speech and film clips
about our topic.

Please ensure your child comes dressed in
their PE kit on Friday’s.

Religious Education

Curriculum
Information
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Please Remember

In RE this term our topic is “What is
important to Muslims?” We will think about
the importance of our names. We will learn
about the call to prayer and Allah. We will
think about what it means to be good and
behave well. We will read some stories
about the prophet Mohammed.
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Maths Homework and Spellings will go
home every Friday. Homework must be
returned on Wednesday. There will be a
spelling ‘show me what you know’ session
each Friday.

Year 1
Time Travellers

The Homework Passport includes
knowledge and skills-based creative
projects linked to English and our IPC topic
‘Time Travellers’. This must be completed
by Monday 6.2.2017. Thank You!
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Reading

IPC Topic

We will continue with Read Write Inc.
classes and Daily Supported Reading as well
as our dedicated DEAR sessions twice a
week.

This half term children will start a new IPC
Topic called Time Travellers.
In History, we will learn :

Book bags should be brought to school
every day. The children’s books will be
changed on Fridays. Please read, discuss
and re-read the books sent home. Please
comment and sign in your child’s Reading
Journal twice a week. Children may also
add a comment.

About events that are important to us;
To use objects to find out about an event;
About important events that happened in
our local area;
About an event by interviewing;
To use different artefacts and sources.
In Science, we’ll be learning how to make
and investigate paper spinners.
In Art, we will make Stone Age jewellery.

Mathematics
Every day children will practise mental
recall of number facts. They will be tested
on these in their “fun” weekly Beat That
tests at school and practise these for home
learning too.
During our maths lessons this half term we
will be learning to explore calculations
within 20. We will then extend the concepts
to numbers within 40.
We will explore measuring time,
recognising time on an analogue clock and
sequencing in chronological order.

Writing

REMEMBER OUR IPC

We will continue to focus on writing nonchronological reports and explanation texts.

PERSONAL LEARNING GOALS

We will have handwriting lessons four times
a week to practise our cursive handwriting.

How can you help me at home?

Our writing weeks will take
place at the start of Spring 2
and will be based around the
text, ‘Owl Babies’ by Martin
Waddell.

Help me practise my times tables at speed. By
the end of the term children should be
confident with their 2 times tables.

Adaptability

cooperation

RESILIENCE

morality

enquiry

communication

Help me practise my spellings. Spelling lessons
will happen every Monday and Friday.
Read with me every night and comment in my
Reading Journal twice a week.

respect
thoughtfulness
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